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Abstract
This article is intended to examine the role of creative education in the design of the national curriculum and the division of lesson hours during the period 2010-2014. During this process, pupils, private citizens and experts from different fields were given the opportunity to submit their contributions to the exercise. The article intends to examine whether the curriculum development exercise fulfilled the conditions for a wide democratic consultation process. Three professional groups, elementary school teachers, artists (writers, visual arts teachers, musicians) and academic engineers (n= 1163) were the main focus of this research project. Creativity related claims, which were posted on the internet, were presented to the research subjects. The results from the study indicated that in many respects, the subjects’ concept of creativity and creative education differed statistically from each other considerably. The views from the teachers and artists revealed that creativity is seen as a source of joy and wellbeing. Engineers tend to view creativity from its utilitarian perspective, particularly with reference to product development and innovation. The results also reveal the challenges of developing a national curriculum through a wide democratic consultation process, an apparently simple exercise, which however failed in its objectives and intentions.
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Creativity as a part of national policy

In line with the Decree on the Development Plan for Education and Research (987/1998), every fourth year the Finnish government is obliged to devise an education and research development programme, which covers all forms of education from preschool to university for a period of five years. In practice, however, every government in power at the time makes its own policy decisions, which have a wide bearing on how educational services are planned, implemented and developed. In this article we intend to examine some of those policy decisions and how they have affected the education policy in general.

For the purposes of this article, the starting point for our examination was summer 2003 when the centre right government of Prime Minister Matti Vanhanen decided to include a creativity strategy for Finland in its cultural policy programme. The impetus for this strategy was influenced by Finland’s economic success story during the late 1990s - which was referred to as the Nokia-driven boom (Wilienius 2006, 43-44; see also Castells & Himanen 2002; Taipale 2013, 3). (Before being sold to Microsoft in 2013, the Finnish telecommunications giant used to be the biggest mobile phone manufacturing company in the world.) Largely as a result of this, Finland began to be touted as a shining model of innovation and creativity. Also widely in circulation at this time were the creative economy theories espoused by the economic geography academic Richard Florida, in particular during the telecommunications boom when he published his two creativity centred works in 2002 and 2005. Other innovative and creativity related works by Paija (2001), Benner (2003), as well as Florida & Tinagli (2004) confirmed Finland as the home of “national creativity”. The government of Prime Minister Vanhanen was determined to maintain and polish this brand image.

Innovation was the global watchword when Finland decided to implement its creativity strategy. The fast economic growth experienced by Asian countries, such as South Korea, India and China was entirely being attributed to innovation and creativity (Oakley 2006, 257-259). Fostering creativity and innovation at higher education institutions was viewed as a necessary ingredient for economic growth (Tiberghien, 2007). Among policy makers and their intellectual backers, the creativity strategy was viewed as the wonder drug that would propel little Finland into an era of unbridled prosperity (Cronberg, 2012). The strategy process was implemented by a team of experts from many fields and was completed in 2006. The last report contained the vision that by 2020, the Finnish society would value creativity induced action and take steps to encourage it. Obstacles to creativity have to be removed. The creativity strategy report also talked about schools, but at this stage, in a roundabout way, with the Finnish Board of Education publishing a book on creative pedagogy. The book, among other things, posed the question: What kind of school studies are capable of generating creativity and innovation? (Finnish Board of Education, 2006). At this point, it is necessary to remark that creative education was, at this time, still regarded as an integral part of the elementary school art studies programme.

From the point of view of our article, the most interesting thing was the next phase of the creative strategy process in which the Finnish educational system became closely connected with the competitiveness discourse. The creative strategy outlined in Prime Minister Matti
Vanhanen’s first term of office continued into the second, now rebranded as the innovative strategy, which was formulated, by a group of experts in 2007. The group completed its work in 2008. The new strategy was implemented by the Science and Technology Policy Council of Finland, and underlined by its conviction that successful innovations are the cornerstone of national achievement. Based on this conviction, the experts contended that Finland’s future prosperity depended on high-quality teaching, research and development work, and could only be sustained by “a broad innovation friendly learning environment”(2009; 4, 12). The rapid change in rhetoric from creativity to product development-related innovation is observable in the fact that in the 47-page innovation strategy, the word innovation appears 254 times compared to Prime Minister Matti Vanhanen’s first administration creative strategy final report, where the word appears only a couple of times.

The Finnish government’s creative and innovative strategy perfectly coincided with the European Union’s 2009 creativity and innovation theme, which was aimed at encouraging European countries to operate creatively and create conditions for fostering creativity. The underlying conviction was that creativity belonged to all people. Humanity needed art and culture for spiritual nourishment and all people have a right to enjoy the fruits of creativity, so went the reasoning. Furthermore, creativity could be applied and utilised in all sectors of society, such as business, social interaction, politics, research and science, technological development, sports, etc. Innovation was seen as the panacea for all current and future problems, such as global warming and the energy crises. Social innovation, it was believed, could be the solution for the provision of care services to the aging population and society in general. One of the main objectives of the European Year of Creativity and Innovation (EYCI) 2009 was to stimulate debate and discussion in the member states about how creativity skills could be promoted in schools (Redecker et al., 2010).

Curriculum development and participatory democracy

The curriculum in use at this time dated back to 2004 and the Finnish Board of Education wanted a new one in place at the beginning of the 2016 school year. At the same time, it was also decided that the elementary school subject choice regime and division of lesson hours system to be renewed and a special working group was established for the latter task. This working group presented its findings and recommendations in summer 2010, and suggested that some aspects of the current distribution of lesson hours system should be renewed. The group also recommended changes in creative education and suggested that drama should be taught in elementary schools. It also suggested increasing the amount of lesson hours in art and handicraft subjects, as well as giving more individual opportunities for students in choosing subjects they wanted to study.

In the light of the developments mentioned above, a wide-ranging curriculum renewal exercise was launched in spring 2009, and in line with the new spirit of democratic participation in government (see Luhtakallio, 2012), the Finns were given the opportunity to give their opinion on the issue, as well as the division of lesson hours project. Suggestions and opinions could be submitted orally or in writing at specially convened hearings. Finnish democratic traditions demand that students have to be consulted on any educational
developments that affect them. The Finnish Children’s Parliament, an internet-based organisation that serves as a discussion platform for students between 9 and 13, was invited to submit their opinions. Most of the members of this body indicated that they wanted more creativity based subjects in the curriculum. In 2010, the Finnish Board of Education conducted another net-based survey for around 60,000 junior high and vocational school students. Most of the students revealed that they did not really learn much from art subjects. The two surveys mentioned above were part of the Youth Barometer project, organised by the Finnish Youth Research Society and launched in 2009, which revealed that Finnish schools were not giving enough support to youth creativity and art hobbies. The youths also indicated that they wished that more handicrafts would be taught in schools.

In suggesting the changes, the working group mentioned the strengths of the Finnish elementary school system, but also pointed out the societal challenges facing the educational system. Like the children and the youths, experts involved in creativity oriented activities who submitted their views to the distribution of lesson hours working group suggested that art skills should have a strong position in the curriculum. Visual arts, in particular, were viewed as having the capability to develop children’s creativity, critical thinking, sense of independence and consciousness as active and confident citizens of the world. The visual arts teachers were prepared to place visual arts as the learning core for emotional education and creativity, and as a psychological development platform for the right to free expression and personal growth. And for that to be realised, the pedagogical status of visual arts had to be strengthened. Music has to have a compulsory status and enough lesson hours in elementary school education, the 33 music sector actors and organisations demanded. Through art, children and youth can understand the nature and function of creativity. A creative environment, the Academic Engineers and Architects in Finland (TEK) declared, will create the foundation for critical thinking and learning the skills necessary for problem solving.

Overall, the views of the education sector professionals fell somewhere between those of artists and academic engineers. There were also some teachers who pointed out that the overall development of the education system was very important. In general, the views of the educational sector representatives tended to emphasise the development of the whole system rather than, for example, art or handicraft education or the teaching of problem solving skills and techniques. On the whole, the involvement of experts, interest groups, ordinary citizens, youths and children, revealed that participatory democracy can both be a fruitful exercise and a challenging undertaking. The challenges were revealed in the statements concerning creativity, where, depending on the background and interests of the giver, were expressed in different forms and dimensions. Although there was consensus on the need to create the desirable conditions for fostering creativity, there was, however, no agreement on what those conditions were.

The problems of participatory democracy came to the fore in December 2010 when the recommendations on the distribution of lesson hours working group failed to get government endorsement. The Ministry of Education and Culture immediately appointed a new working group in 2011, which submitted its recommendations for administrative comment in spring
2012. Public hearings were conducted as before, although there were, somehow, fewer submissions than before, and after many twists and turns, on 28 June 2012 the Finnish government endorsed the submitted constitutionally mandated elementary school objectives and the distribution of lesson hours regime (Government Decree, 422/2012).

Apart from determining or endorsing the aims and objectives of elementary school education, as well as the amount of lesson hours, the government also endorsed the increase in the amount of lesson hours devoted to art skills education, indicating that the government agreed that art skills education was vital for stimulating creativity.

The purpose and methods of study

The tens of thousands of submissions contributed by private citizens, expert and interest groups during the curriculum development exercise showed how a demanding process it is to make changes in curricula. Moreover, it becomes more so if all the participants are not aware of what is being developed or discussed, and how to identify it. The operational starting point for this article is that creativity is both a current and special concept in curriculum development (Marsh 2009, p. 41, p. 128; Maisuria, 2005; Starko, 2005). We are still of the opinion that the role of creative education in curriculum development can be widely discussed, provided there is a reasonable degree of consensus on the basic issues (Burnard, 2011, 140-149). Neither do we claim that creativity is the only phenomenon or subject that has this feature. It does not. We have chosen this topic or theme as a theoretical example of educational reform, as well as a topic or theme for research purposes. The choice is not coincidental either, because similar academic enquiries have been investigated in a number of countries pursuing a neo-liberal reform of the educational system (for example, Banaji et al., 2010; Lucas, Claxton & Spencer, 2013).

In most of the research literature, creativity is often placed within the realm of giftedness (Runco, 2007, 251-257). Although many researchers refrain from providing a specific definition of creativity (see Plucker & Makel, 2010, 48), creativity is generally acknowledged to be the ability to recognise contextual relationships, as well as the capacity and courage to create and do unusual things and provide new ideas (Treffinger et al., 2002; Kaufman & Sternberg, 2010). Creativity can happen in all areas of life. Creativity is also understood to be the ability to benefit from intuition and the capacity to think unconventionally or “outside the box” (Koziol & Budding, 2008, 125-126). The hallmarks of a creative person are considered to be the ability or capacity to maximise opportunities, exercise flexibility, take risks, break boundaries, be unprejudiced and strive for freedom (Craft, 2010). The capacity to experiment, self-expressiveness, verbal proficiency, vivid imagination, aesthetical awareness, as well as the ability to think symbolically, exercise flexibility in decision making processes and adapt to new situations are also considered to be the hallmarks of a creative thinker (Brookhart, 2010, 128-129; Cropley & Cropley, 2011, 313-320). The ability to find and establish order in chaotic situations is also considered to be one attribute of a creative person (Wheatley, 2009, 10-12; Cohen, 2006).

According to current thinking, creativity refers to divergent thinking: the ability to approach issues from different angles and the ability to see alternative solutions to problems. Creativity
is not only related to arts subjects or the so-called creative fields (Confederation of Finnish Industries, 2011) but it is imagining alternative solutions to problems while innovativeness is the ability to put these ideas into practice. Education that promotes creativity and innovativeness adopts methods from working life; experimenting with others without being afraid of making mistakes must be encouraged. This is why future education will focus on competences in addition to knowledge and working in groups and networks instead of working alone (Confederation of Finnish Industries, 2011; Penttilä et al., 2013, 2014).

Earlier both learning and creativity were seen as individual processes. Currently the distributed and collaborative nature of creative processes is emphasised (Littleton et al., 2008; Sawyer, 2003). Creativity is seen as activities of a team or a group. This social dimension of creativity has been described with the terms of collaborative creativity, distributed creativity or creative collaboration (Miell & Littleton, 2004). In brief, creativity or innovativeness require group input; none of the group members alone is able to achieve similar understanding as the group together. Creativity comes out best through discussion when collaborating, where individuals around a common task or challenge get inspiration from each other (e.g. Schrage, 1995; Collin et al., 2011). Creativity can also be originality or being different and surprising. It is noteworthy, however, that creativity also means the so-called everyday creativity, i.e., seeing alternatives and adopting them in everyday situations. Creativity is a part of everyday intercourse (e.g., Sawyer, 2001) and many creative solutions are produced in social interaction as stated earlier. Thus, creativity can be approached as a very practical issue because it is needed in many everyday activities and problem-solving situations. This sets special challenges on the curriculum implementation if creativity is to be strengthened: it requires more problem-based approaches to learning, more social interaction and teamwork, more tutoring than teaching, new learning environments making this possible, etc.

The research material for this study was collected via internet-based questionnaires, which were sent to the three professional groups (teachers, artists and engineers) involved in the creativity discussion related to the curriculum development process in spring 2014. The aim of the research questions was not so much to find out how the above mentioned attributes of creativity are expressed or treated by the three professional groups but, rather, to find out to what extent their views or perspectives on creativity differ from each other. The main question was: What are the dimensions or aspects of creativity and creative education related to the 2010-14 curriculum renewal process, in which the views of the three expert/professional groups differ most? Additionally the reasons for the differences are considered.

**Research process**

The subjects of this research project are the three groups of professionals associated with the concept of creativity within the context of the curriculum renewal process: 1) elementary school teachers, 2) artists (writers, visual artists and music sector players) and 3) academic engineers. Because of the nature of their work - close and constant interaction with students - teachers are probably the best group of experts to say what creativity and creative education
is or should be like at school. The work of writers, visual artists and music professionals is all centred on creativity, and their choice as commentators on the subject is warranted. In their work, engineers are involved in technical processes such as research and product development, as well as innovation related activities, and as such, they can also provide a valuable angle to the issues of creativity and creative education. The survey questionnaire was sent to the respondents’ trade union by email, and circulated on social media sites, such as Facebook. Respondents had to open the provided link and anonymously fill in the questionnaire. At the end of the questionnaire, the respondents had to state the length of their work experience.

The survey questionnaire contained 37 attitude claims, with 13 of them seeking to determine the concept of creativity in general terms (“Creativity is everywhere, but many do not recognise it.”) Eight claims were intended to establish a link between a creative person and creativity related action with statements, such as: “Creativity requires a free and open environment to flourish.” The last part of the questionnaire contained 16 statements related to elementary school education and creativity (“The present education system constricts creativity”).

One reliability related problem with online or postal questionnaires is that the people who answer may already be predisposed to the issue under investigation and thereby skew the results of the investigation. To eliminate this obstacle, the survey questionnaire was sent to hundreds of respondents from each of the professional groups. Altogether, over a period of one month, 1163 responses were collected from 563 arts representatives, 403 school teachers and 354 engineers. Another problem with online questionnaires is that they can only be filled or completed by a person or persons with access to the internet, email and social media channels. For this study, we operated on the assumption that all the groups of professionals participating in the exercise had access to these communication channels in their work.

Another major problem with online surveys is the preservation of information security, particularly with reference to the confidentiality or privacy of the respondent. To protect the respondents’ confidentiality and privacy, the questionnaire was sent directly to their addresses, and after one month, the link to the survey questions was automatically closed. Because the overall aim was to examine all the responses, they were reported upon as a constituent group. This, as well as the confidentiality of the responses, was communicated to the respondents beforehand.

The response results were subjected to tests of significance to determine the validity of claims from the sample. The frequency distribution of the data was assigned an absolute and a relative value. Data scatter was measured in the traditional way by utilising the mathematical concepts of the mean, scatter and skew. The distributional skew of the data were subjected to the chi-square (χ²-test). Expert group comparison was conducted via the mean value test [analysis of variance analysis (ANOVA)] method.
Research results

The research results confirm the hypothesis that the three expert groups chosen for the analysis have different views and opinions, not only about creativity but also about creative education. In examining the results we concentrated on differences that were statistically meaningful or significant (p=.000), and although some differences were not statistically significant, they were nevertheless meaningful for our research purposes.

Teachers, more than artists or engineers were more inclined to agree with the statement "Creativity is everywhere, but many are not aware of it." Compared to the two other groups, the mean value difference from the response given by the teachers was significant at (p˂ .01). All the research participants unanimously agreed with the following claim: “We are all endowed with creative abilities.” And, once again, teachers were more positive than the two other groups in endorsing this statement. Engineers, on the other hand, were more guarded in affirming this assertion about hidden creative abilities (p=.000). On the other hand, artists, more than teachers and engineers, were more firmly convinced that: “Everyone is born creative but loses it with time” (p=.000). Teachers and engineers, on the other hand, were more guarded in their responses to this statement. However, despite this variation, there were no significant differences in the views and opinions of teachers and engineers.

Table 1. Paired comparison among three groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(I) Group</th>
<th>(J) Group</th>
<th>1 = Engineers</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I - J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 = Artists</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = Teachers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.267*</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Creativity is everywhere, but many are not aware of it.”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.159*</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We are all endowed with creative abilities.”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.261*</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.410*</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Everyone is born creative but loses it with time.”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.149*</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.417*</td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the abovementioned results, teachers, compared to other two groups, are more optimistic about the benefits of creative education than artists or engineers. This optimism could be the result of them being constantly exposed to the creative potential of children and youths, and an ability to recognise gifted individuals. On the other hand, there is a palpable sense of suspicion bordering on cynicism in the responses given by engineers. And from the
look of it, the belief that technological innovation can spur economic growth has been strongly dented, particularly among the university level educated technological professionals and, to some extent, also among artists.

The same creativity-innovation discussion also touches on the survey statement, "We Finns have not been able to adequately exploit our creative potential." The views and opinions of engineers and artists diverged widely on this statement, with the latter group much more guarded than the former (p=.000). According to the artists, Finns have not been able to adequately exploit the potential benefits from creativity. The views and opinions of both groups differed widely on the statement: "Creativity is claimed to be a valued attribute, but in practice nothing is being done about it." Artists unanimously agreed with this statement, hardly a surprising assessment given the fact that they have long complained about the hollowness of creativity liturgy. According to them, creativity is spoken of in glowing positive terms in public because this is how it should be, but in practice, nothing is being done to promote creativity and creative pursuits. This criticism is quite understandable because, like in other countries, artists have to struggle to earn a living from their work. In Finland, there is also stiff competition for arts scholarships and the professional peace of mind that they bring. On the whole, it should perhaps, be borne in mind that artists, by the creative nature of their work, are expected to be critical towards many social trends and assumptions.

Table 2. Paired comparison among three groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Us Finns have not been able to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adequately exploit our creative</td>
<td>.255*</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potential.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>.149</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Creativity is claimed to be a valued</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute, but in practice nothing</td>
<td>.521*</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is being done about it.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>.222*</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Current lifestyle trends are</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detrimental to promoting</td>
<td>.319*</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>creativity.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The current creativity discussion is</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>too dominated by the economic</td>
<td>.917*</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>growth perspective.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>.393*</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;In working life there is growing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure to be more productive</td>
<td>.249*</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>than creative.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.559</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the survey also reveal the frenetic changes taking place in a postmodern society, in which people never seem to have enough time despite the proliferation of labour saving
devices and appliances. For the creative people, this hectic environment is an anathema to creativity. This, combined with a pessimistic vision of the progression of the economy, has convinced artists, teachers and engineers that “current lifestyle trends are detrimental to promoting creativity”. Artists differed considerably from the other two groups in their reaction to this statement (p=.000). Also, unlike teachers and engineers, artists do not wholly subscribe to the notion that “The concept of creativity is still largely associated with the work of artists.” Teachers, unlike artists and engineers, wholly agreed with this statement (p<.01).

The claim “The current creativity discussion is too dominated by the economic growth perspective” elicited strong divergent responses from both groups (p=.000). The most critical group was the artists who are often, unlike teachers and engineers, opposed to linking the creativity discussion with economic activities and interests. The artists’ response also reveals this group’s cynicism towards the “creativity is valuable” rhetoric. The results also reflected anxieties about current cuts in public spending, by which schools have been affected, with public funds being increasingly channelled to sectors that have economic potential. And, once again, the views and opinions of teachers fall somewhere between those of artists and engineers. All the three groups agreed with the assertion “In working life there is growing pressure to be more productive than creative.” Artists were more in accordance with this statement than teachers and engineers, and the difference between the views and opinions of artists and engineers was statistically significant (p=.000).

However, despite the differences in the views and opinions of all three groups, all teachers, artists and engineers were concerned about the establishment of a favourable environment for creativity, and unanimously concurred with the statement: “Creativity needs an open and free environment to flourish.” Furthermore, artists, more than teachers and engineers, thought that creativity required more than just an open and free environment. They were also of the opinion that creativity required a certain degree of uncertainty. This difference was reflected in the statement: “Risk avoidance (for instance in business) stifles creativity.” Artists concurred much more with this claim than teachers (p=.000). And unlike teachers and engineers, they were much more inclined to the belief that “a creative person should mess things up.” The difference between artists and engineers on this score was statistically significant (p<.01).
Table 3. Paired comparison among three groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(I) Group</th>
<th>(J) Group</th>
<th>1 = Engineers</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I - J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 = Artists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 = Teachers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Creativity needs an open and free environment to flourish.”</td>
<td>1 3</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 3</td>
<td>.153*</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Risk avoidance (for instance in business) stifles creativity.”</td>
<td>1 3</td>
<td>.126</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 3</td>
<td>-.092</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>.448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“A creative person should mess things up.”</td>
<td>1 3</td>
<td>.535*</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 3</td>
<td>.288*</td>
<td>.083</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Net creativity is part of our culture.”</td>
<td>1 3</td>
<td>.261*</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 3</td>
<td>.146</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“People over 35 years are more creative than their young counterparts.”</td>
<td>1 3</td>
<td>-.214*</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 3</td>
<td>.201*</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Instead of looking for answers, new questions should be asked.”</td>
<td>1 3</td>
<td>.243*</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 3</td>
<td>.237*</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The research study was also aimed at defining creativity with the context of cultural change by, for instance, asserting that “Net creativity is part of our culture.” The results reveal that the information technology based society is regarded as part of modern culture. All the respondents agreed with the claim but, surprisingly, artists, more than engineers, regarded net creativity as a component of modern culture (p=.000). The creative potential of young people coming into the labour market is appreciated by the respondents with, of course, some notable differences on how the issue is perceived. In this regard, artists, more than teachers and engineers, disputed the claim “People over 35 are more creative than their young counterparts.” (p<.01). All the respondents concurred with the claim “Instead of looking for answers, new questions should be asked.” But, again, there were some differences in how this issue was perceived. Teachers and artists were more in agreement with this statement than the engineers (p=.000).
Summary and conclusion

The results from the survey reflect the different views about creativity in the three professional groups. Among all the three professional groups, engineers are the most sceptical about this possibility, which implies that “there is a gem of creativity in us all.” The members of all three professional groups are of the same opinion that preschool children are quite creative in their behaviour. They however, differ in their views on the nature and practice of creativity in schools. According to the results of this survey, art practitioners (writers, visual artists and professional musicians) are the most sceptical about the capability of schools to foster creativity in students and youths, and strongly subscribe to the view that “Schools kill creativity.” Apart from the art practitioners, engineers also hold distinct views about creativity, and unlike the former, do not believe that it is a complex, agonising process, which requires courage and determination to break away from the comfort zone. Like artists, engineers are also inclined to the view that creativity is a process that requires time to develop and bloom.

All this makes one wonder what type of curriculum, particularly with reference to creativity, will Finnish elementary schools get in 2016. Will it be a hotchpotch of programmed views and expectations on creativity, and where will the required time for its incubation and maturity come from? What will be the proportion of skills and knowledge in the new curriculum? And what about the role of the much talked about general education in basic and upper education levels (Smith & Smith, 2010, 251)? Moreover, to what extent can creativity be promoted by integrating school subjects? How does this measure up in an educational culture where children and youths are expected to pass tests? (Ball, 2008; Kalalahti & Varjo, 2012)

Artists, it appears, are frustrated by the fact that Finland has not been able to make its mark on the global creativity stage. This frustration is also, to some extent, a criticism of the Finnish education system. On the international stage, Finnish creativity has been notable within the information technology sector - mobile phones and their applications, as well as computer games etc., and one wonders whether there is any link between this and creative education. Artists’ pessimistic assessment of creativity can also be viewed as a reflection of their frustration with the current support system for creative arts. Although there are some permanent support systems for artists, they are more vulnerable to cuts than other sectors during times of economic recession, and this has a negative impact on both employment and the supply of creative education opportunities.

The views of teachers and artists in the survey reveal a fundamental belief that creativity can increase social welfare and happiness. Creativity is, of course, very much associated with economic prosperity, but this does not need to always be the case (see. Banaji et al., 2010, 23). However, it is interesting to note that this phenomenon is distinctly present in the Finnish government’s creative strategy. In 2006, the centrepiece of Prime Minister Matti Vanhanen’s creative strategy was on enhancing human welfare. During his second administration in 2009 the emphasis had shifted to promoting economic growth and prosperity, a strategy that was also given moral support by the Finnish Confederation of Industries in 2011 when it released
the results of a study intended to examine the economic skills and capabilities required for the future. The study also revealed one unexpected fact about social media use - most of the artists did not have valid email addresses through which the survey questionnaires could be sent. This was quite surprising for a professional group that has, among other things, contemplated the various dimensions of the relationship between creativity and social media.

Of all three professional groups, the responses from the engineers were most closely aligned to economic developments, and in their view creativity was a useful national pursuit, as long as it promoted product development and innovation (see Hautamäki & Ståhle, 2012, 9; Massaro, Bardy & Pitts, 2012). The views of the engineers on this issue clearly coincided with those of the government’s 2008 official report on innovation policy, which defined creativity as a phenomenon “benefiting from advantages accruing from competitive advantages”. This view should be examined in the light of the national and global economic downturn, which was still continuing as summer 2014 approached. It is quite valid to assume that the responses given by the engineers were, to some extent, widely influenced by the sale of Nokia to Microsoft a year before. This, together with the fact that unemployment among engineers was rising as summer approached, seems to have increased pessimism about the role of high tech in propelling Finland towards economic prosperity. In the background, there are also the effects of the educational reforms that were carried out at vocational and higher education levels ostensibly to increase employment within the creative sectors. Apart from the reduction of education opportunities in these sectors, the reforms have also distressed arts practitioners who fear that this will lead to the reduction of creative content in the national curriculum.

In all, the research results indicate that national discussion about creative education can be both interesting and useful, particularly when there are tens of thousands of participants (including hundreds of experts in the field). The results are different perspectives and opinions on creative education - from experts, as well as ordinary people. The question that crops up from this lively discussion is: To what extent can all the different perspectives and opinions about creativity be incorporated into a long term national curriculum?

There are also some reasons to be critical about the nationwide participation to formulate a democratic national curriculum. Participants have the right or at least reassurance that their views and opinions have to be incorporated in the final outcome. Failure to do that is a betrayal of trust. It is quasi democracy, which the critics of neo-liberalism have discovered in the educational policies of many European states (e.g. Berezin, 2009; Rinne, 2002, 2004; Hilpelä, 2004; Varjo, 2007).

Yet another problem with nation-wide participation in designing a national curriculum is the fact that global economic demands have an effect on how schools are run, and this, of course, includes the curriculum. According to the neo-liberal ideology, the school is viewed as a kind of future engine to generate economic growth and prosperity. The content of the curriculum may be based on sound educational principles but, in the end, economic realities will determine its shape and scope (see Habermas, 2006). Because of this, it may be a good idea to entrust the task of designing a national curriculum to experts. After all, national economic
planning is not implemented by public participation. So, why should curriculum planning be a nationwide exercise? The answer “because it affects all of us” is not good enough because the economy has an effect on all facets of our lives as well. The purpose of education is a humanistic task, which is not only an advantage for an individual and a society but also for an economy, because an economy does not flourish in a society where people act only as producers and consumers. In addition to providing people with new competences required at work, education must support them to develop as constructive, critical and creative citizens. Education has an important role in ensuring creative capacity of students, who need to be able to meet a satisfying future. A curriculum with educational solutions, which encourages the development of creativity, emphasizes problem solving and interaction competences and supports students’ personal interests, best endorses their ability both renew and transfer their learning to new situations.
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